• By enacting realistic but simulated medical scenarios, learners practice recognizing essential data within complex situations, coordinating medical care as teams, and initiating timely treatment under stressed conditions in challenging environments.

• 24,382 gross square feet dedicated to simulation training

• Virtual Hospital includes 2 Hospital Rooms, 3 Debriefing Rooms, 2 Intensive Care Units, Labor and Delivery Unit, Pediatric Unit, Operating Room, Trauma and Emergency Unit, 20 seat Control Room

• 2 Procedure Labs, 2 Hands-on Learning Labs, 2 Classrooms

• Virtual Clinic with 12 Patient Exam Rooms, Patient Staging Room, 12 seat Control Room

• Ample student lockers

• Simulation Center staff offices
FIRST FLOOR

- Open lobby with staircase to 2nd Floor, fireplace, café seating, space for future food service
- TBL Hall 1 is a 90 seat learning environment designed to support large and small group learning
- TBL Observation Room for presenters or observers
- 1 (56 seat) large Classroom, 2 (16 seat) Classrooms, 12 Group Rooms in various sizes
- 340-seat Auditorium and event support space
- Fitness Center and Fitness Studio

SECOND FLOOR

- TBL Hall 2, Classrooms and Group Rooms similar to 1st Floor
- 2nd Floor Lobby outside of TBL Hall 2 has a vast overlook of the Courtyard
- 6 Skyboxes overlook Auditorium to expand the space through linked audio visual technology
- Information Commons and Library Quiet Study
- Student Commons, 4 Learning Communities (with kitchens, lockers, social space), Game Room, Reflection Room
- Office of Student and Resident Affairs